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Perception in Motion: 
Op, New Tendencies and GRAV 
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Zero Group



Otto Piene, Light Ballet, Galerie Schmela, Düsseldorf, 1959-61



Otto Piene, Electric Rose, 1965



Otto Piene, Light Space, 1960

In describing the 
meaning and significance 
of the name “Zero,” Otto 
Piene wrote:

“From the beginning we 
looked upon the term 

[Zero] not as an 
expression of nihilism –

or as a dada-like gag, but 
as a word indicating a 
zone of silence and of 
pure possibilities for a 
new beginning as the 

count-down when 
rockets take off – ZERO is 

the incommensurable 
zone in which the old 

state turns into the new.” 





Groupe de Recherche d'Art Visuel
[GRAV]



Plan and diagram of Julio Le Parc with 
members of GRAV,  “Labyrinthe,” 1964-65. 
Left, plan at the Musée d’Art Modern de la 
Ville de Paris in the context of the 1963 
Biennale de Paris, 1963. Below, diagram for 
New Tendency exhibition at the Musée
d’Art Décoratif, Palais du Louvre, 1964.

The original space was a winding corridor 
roughly nine feet wide, sixty-five feet long, 
and eight feet high. Artists installed a series 
of interactive props, sets, and landscapes in 
miniature in the warren of rooms with a 
greater concern for making material the 
full-body perception of the abstractions of 
space and time. 



In 1963, GRAV and New Tendencies artist Julio Le Parc gave conceptual form to this 

translation of the Gestalt in words and form, a text titled “Proposal for a Place of 

Action” and the team-driven total environment of “Labyrinth,” the first purely 

collective artwork of GRAV. Le Parc explained the goal of the collective work:

The tendency we are advocating strives to open up the work, and to alter the work-
spectator relationship. It asks the spectator to play a more active part…The end 
purpose of our work  is to free people from their dependence – passivity – and 
from their usually individual leisure activities, and involve them in an activity that 
will trigger their positive qualities in a climate of communication and interaction.



Gestalt – an organized whole 
that is perceived as more 
than the sum of its parts.

Figure and Ground = Whole

Gestaltung – organization, 
configuration, composition

Gestalt as perceptual whole; 
gestalt as social collective



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3PH-u9Zsgo

Paris Biennale 1963 

GRAV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3PH-u9Zsgo




Op Art
[Optical Art]



Victor Vasarely

(1906-1997)



Victor Vasarely, Vega, 1957 



Victor Vasarely, Berc, 1967



Vasarely, Kroa A, 1968



Bridget Riley (b. 1931-)



Bridget Riley, Movement in Squares, 1961



Bridget Riley, Loss, 1964





Bridget Riley, Aurulum, 
1978



Bridget Riley, High Sky 2, 1992 



Gestalt – an organized whole 
that is perceived as more 
than the sum of its parts.

Figure and Ground = Whole

Gestaltung – organization, 
configuration, composition

Gestalt as perceptual whole; 
gestalt as social collective



Nouvelle Tendance/New Tendency: 
(Neo)Constructivism and Kinetic Art

Founded in Zagreb (today Croatia,  in 1961 Yugoslavia)





New Tendencies Exhibitions:
1961
New Tendencies
1963
New Tendencies 2
1965
New Tendency 3
1968-1969
Tendencies 4 (1968-1969) Computers and 
Visual Research
1973
Tendencies 5 Section: Computer and Visual 
Research

New Tendencies Colloquia and Symposia:
1962
Meeting of the Nouvelle Tendance (New 
Tendency)
1965
Working Meeting of the Participants in NT3
1968-1969
New Tendencies 4 (1968-1969) Computers and 
Visual Research
1971
Art and Computers 71. Colloquium
1973

Tendencies 5 (1973), The Rational and Irrational 
in Visual Research Today. Symposium, Match of 
ideas
1978
Tendencies 6 (1978), Art and Society 
International Symposium

New Tendencies Publications:
bit international (Magazine)



New Tendencies published nine issues of a multilingual magazine called Bit International



George Rickey, Crucifera,  1965

Rickey (1907 -2002) was an American 
kinetic sculptor.

Rickey, “The New Tendency (Nouvelle Tendance – Recherche Continuelle”
a. New ideas of space – as a continuum
b. Use of micro-elements, too numerous to count, too small to be seen as separate forms, too 

large to be merely texture
c. Non-Euclidean geometry of curves, tangents, overlays, and interlockings which are 

computed but not mathematically
d. Light itself as expressive means
e. Movement itself
f. Optical phenomena – artist using reaction to stimuli of the eye itself
g. Objectification/Constructivist: mathematical relationships, chance/randomness, interactive
h. Bypassing traditional materials



François Morellet,
Random Distribution of 
40,000 Squares using 
the Odd and Even 
Numbers of a 
Telephone Directory,
1960

Oil on canvas



François Morellet, Random Distribution of 40,000 Squares using the Odd and Even Numbers of 
a Telephone Directory, Installation view at Kunsthaus, Zürich 2006
Wallpaper, carpet, light bulb



CONCRETE ART
Above: Theo van Doesburg, Counter-Composition, 1925
Below: Max Bill, Example of Concrete Art, 1967

Morellet on “Random Distribution…”

From an early stage in my career I looked for ways to take 
the fewest possible subjective decisions in the process of 
the creation of a painting. I wanted to be radically different 
from the lyrical abstraction of the École de Paris, which was 
the mainstream trend at that time, represented by popular 
artists such as Mathieu. An earlier influence on how I 
thought about my painting came from a stay in Brazil, where 
my wife and I planned to emigrate to escape a possible third 
world war that threatened to spread from Korea during the 
early 1950s. In 1950 Max Bill had a big exhibition at the 
Museu de Arte Moderna in São Paulo, which had a 
tremendous impact. His work and approach (what he called 
‘Concrete art’) was a major influence in South America from 
that time and until now. I went over to Brazil shortly after 
this show, which I discovered only through photographs and 
enthusiastic comments from young Brazilian artists. 
However, the legacy starting with Mondrian, followed by 
the Concrete movement with Theo von Doesburg, then with 
Bill, was preceded by my very first enthusiasm for Oceanian 
‘Tapas’ with their repetition of printed shapes, which I 
discovered at the ethnological Musée de l’Homme of Paris 
in the 1940s. My third major shock came from the abstract 
Islamic networks of lines and repetitive pattern all over the 
walls of the Alhambra Palace in Granada on my first visit 
in 1952.



François Morellet, Sphère-trame, 1972



Francois Morellet, Untitled Re-Installation of Light-Room Piece, c. 1965/2011, Centre 
Pompidou



Francois Morellet, Lamentable, 2006



Hugo Rodolfo Demarco, Untitled, c. 1965



Hugo Rodolfo Demarco, 
Déplacement continuelle, 1962, 
Paris

Electrical system, black neon light 
with reflector, aluminium and 
painted metal on wooden box



Jésus Rafael Soto - Gran muro panoramico vibrante, 1965









Jésus Rafael Soto, Houston Penetrable, 2014



http://www.mfah.org/exhibitions/past/jesus-rafael-soto/

http://www.mfah.org/exhibitions/past/jesus-rafael-soto/


Nino Calos - Luminoso Mobile 135B – 1966
Aluminum, plexiglass, electric motor, neon tubes





Giovanni Pizzo/Gruppo 63- - Gestalt Sign n.4 – 1962-1963 paint on masonite



From Giovanni Pizzo’s Gestalt Sign series…





Enzo Mari, Structure 864, 1967, Anodized aluminum cubes, laminated lithograph



Alberto Biasi - Light Prisms (tuffo nell'arcobaleno) - 1969



Vladimir Bonacic, GFE (16, 4), 1969-71

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Qw764twB0CM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw764twB0CM


MoMA, William C. Seitz

February 1965

http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=GxgqN2Gf-Do

http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=vaUme6DY8Lk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxgqN2Gf-Do
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaUme6DY8Lk

